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EVALUATING THE

YOURDON METHODOLOGY

Because of the intense interest in software at Tek , we need

to evaluate these competing methodologies . We need to

understand the strengths and weaknesses of each method

and know when to apply a particular method .

Norm Kerth is a member of the Computer

Research Laboratory, part of Tek Labs . He join
ed Tek in 1974 and spent three years as a soft
ware engineer in the Communications Division

before moving into research . He was educated
at the University of California , Berkeley where
he received a BS in electronic engineering and
computer science. While studying at Berkeley,
he worked in one of Hewlett -Packard's soft

ware quality assurance groups . He has lec
tured at several universities on programming methodologies.

We Chose to Evaluate Yourdon

To begin our explorations , we chose the popular Yourdon

methodology . This was the first rigorous methodology that

anyone in our research group had been exposed to .

This article is part of a series on Software Discipline, the

subject of Forum 20. The Engineering Activities Council

sponsors forums to promote the communication of

engineers' views of new technology to Tektronix

management.

As the software development process moves towards

becoming a discipline rather than a craft, a number of de

velopment methodologies have been advocated and

used . One of them , Yourdon's, was evaluated by Norm's

team in Tek Labs . The results of the evaluation yielded

some answers to these key questions :

We decided to compare the results of using Yourdon's Struc

tured Analysis (SA) and Structured Design (SD ) methods to

our experiences using no methodology . Our methods for

comparison were qualitative and quantitative . Qualitatively ,

we wanted to determine if SA and SD were applicable to

Tek's environment,we wanted to experience the advantages

and disadvantages of using this methodology on typical Tek

projects , and we wanted to identify the potential pitfalls

awaiting groups using Yourdon's methodology for the first

time . Quantitatively , we wanted to measure the engineering

time per development phase and collect error data . Our goal

in collecting this data was to draw preliminary conclusions

based on the quality of the software resulting from the use
of SA and SD .• Will Yourdon's methodology work at Tek ?

• What are the methodology's advantages and

disadvantages?
A Discussion of the Yourdon Methodology

• What are its pitfalls and how are they overcome as a

group begins to use the methodology?

Many people like to think of programming as an engineering

discipline . However , programming is still an art , or a craft .

The programmer , like the machinist of old , builds parts using

an individual amalgam of knowledge , experience , and ingenu

ity . In machining , design and analysis techniques were not

used until the fundamental properties of metals were discov

ered . After these discoveries , many years ago , the mechani

cal engineering discipline was developed and applied to

machining . The result was better quality and improved

productivity .

The Yourdon methodology has two components : Structured

Analysis and Structured Design . SA is simply modeling the

flow of data through a system . (See figure 1. ) As the data

moves through the system , transformations on the data are

very precisely defined , as is the data itself . SA is intended for

use during the problem-definition phase . The power of data

flow modeling is that it forces the software engineer to con

centrate , during the early phase , on what the system is to

do , not how the system will do it . How is a design issue that

must be dealt with in the design phase , but too much con

cern with how during the problem-definition phase often
clouds the real issues .

When the problem -definition phase is finished , the engineers

move on to the design phase , where SD is applied . In the ini

tial design stages , the engineer using Yourdon concentrates

on the functionality of routines , interfaces between routines ,

and the control of information . Final design activity consists

of coding the modules in pseudo -code . (See figure 2. )

The software field is going through the early stages of a simi

lar transition from craft to discipline . The software craftsman

rarely uses rigorous design and analysis practices . When

programmers tire of being craftsmen and look for a good

engineering methodology , they can find many methods for

design and analysis — some good , some bad . Each method

has advocates announcing its advantages and downplaying

its disadvantages . Unfortunately for the programmer seeking

a discipline , there is little unbiased , hard evidence with which

to compare methods . When confronted with this lack of infor

mation , the programmer often gives up the search .

The Yourdon methodology has many attributes that leading

researchers in the discipline consider to be fundamental prin

ciples of programming . Niklaus Wirth's step-wise refinement

technique is the basis for much of SA's and SD's technique

of modular décomposition , though SA and SD lack the rigor

of Dijkstra's disciplined programming work . David Parnas '

information - hiding principle and modularity principle comprise

most of the substance of SD .

TECHNOLOGY
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MESSAGE -FOR
A -TASK

While our investigation was not a rigorous experiment

because we did not have a control group , we did apply
guidelines to our project to ensure that we had a valid

understanding of SA and SD .TASK -REQUESTING
A-MESSAGE

MESSAGE -WAIT FILE

Our first guideline for the investigation was that we would

use the methodology exactly as taught by Yourdon , Inc.

Engineers learning to apply a methodology often become

frustrated when they can't proceed on their project until they
fully understand the methodology , or fall back on their old

ways of creating software . At this stage , the frustrated engi
neer often concludes that the methodology is insufficient for

the application and wants to modify the methodology . Eight

times we encountered this desire to modify , and each time

we found that either the engineer did not understand the

methodology , or did not understand the problem . In no case ,

where the engineer suggested a modification and then pro
ceeded to solve the problem using the methodology as

taught by Yourdon , did the engineer still wish for that
modification .

TASK -WAIT FILE

RESOLVE
MESSAGE
REQUEST

DELIVER
MESSAGE

Our group used walkthroughs , a powerful technique in which

a group works together to review one person's work in a

nonthreatening manner . During the early phases of learning

SA and SD , the group worked to improve individual under

standing of the methodology . The walkthrough was an effec
tive tool in managing the investigation because it gave the

project leader insight into everyone's command of the

methodology

TASKS-READY-TO
EXECUTE FILE

SELECT
TASK TO BE
ALLOWED

TO EXECUTE

Although completing the microprocessor operating system

was important , understanding the methodology was our over

riding goal . We endeavored to stay on schedule , but when

ever quality began to suffer , schedules were extended . Our

plan was to complete one phase of the operating -system

development before starting the next so that we could ex
plore the methodology fully , rather than take shortcuts and

later find that we had missed something .

TASK -WITH -MESSAGE -EXECUTES

Figure 1. A high- level data flow diagram of an operating

system kernel (a part of Structured Analysis) .

To investigate the methodology's ability to produce main
tainable , understandable , and extendable programs , we

followed Corbato's advice and always designed for simplicity

rather than efficiency. Corbato has shown that when pro

grams are designed for simplicity and are too slow , a rewrite

of the critical 5 % of the program will achieve 95 % of the

gains obtainable from clever, efficientprogramming. While

there weremany discussions during the project on whether

following Corbato's advice was wise , we stuck to the simplic
ity guideline and found that it worked .

How We Evaluated Yourdon's Methodology

To determine if Yourdon's methodology is useful in Tek's en
vironment , we applied it to a typical Tek project - building a

microprocessor operating system and supporting programs . What We Found

The programs varied in length from a few hundred lines to

nearly a thousand lines . During the evaluation we wrote
about five - thousand lines of code and recorded the time

spent on each phase of each program . We also recorded

and analyzed program faults .

Although our investigation was into the use of the Yourdon

methodology , we found that some of our existing program

ming guidelines did support and encourage software engi
neering discipline . The most effective guidelines were :

• to use walkthroughs frequently ,

design for simplicity rather than efficiency, and

build for quality software overmeeting schedules.

Because we expected a Pascal compiler to be available , we

implemented the programs in Pascal ; as it turned out , the

compiler was not available so we hand -translated the Pascal
code to TESLA . The software team size varied from one to

four people over an 18 -month period and we experienced

two personnel turnovers during the project .

Because Tek's programming guidelines established a basis
for engineering discipline , we were able to identify a number

4TECHNOLOGY
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of advantages from using the Yourdon methodology . We also
found a few disadvantages . Percentage

of Original
Communications Ability Kernel

Total Number of Routines
The most significant result of using Yourdon's methodology is Number Modules Revised by
improved communications among engineers . SA is a struc Routine of Routines Used From Extension
tured method that effectively communicates one's view of a Name in Module the Kernel Routine
problem , even if the analysis isn't complete . SD is similarly
effective for communicating partial or complete design ideas . Task -Creation 10 2 20

To exchange views and ideas , software engineers can use Extension

SA and SD drawings much as an electrical engineer uses Interrupt . 20 10 50
schematics . Reliance on the ambiguities of English is mini- Interface

mized . Figures 1 and 2 are examples of such drawings . Extension

OS-Debugger 28 4 14
In one communications experiment , we had two researchers

Extension
each independently build a design from a Structured -Analysis

document that the pair had jointly prepared . They produced Table 1. As shown in this table , we were able to reuse
identical designs . While one may falsely conclude that the many of the twenty operating system modules in three
methodology gave one , and only one , solution , we believe the major extensions .
engineers concurred on the design because they communi
cated via SA added an operating system debugger , task - creation modules ,

and an OS interrupt interface . In no case did we rewrite a
During the debug and test stages , the two engineers each line of code in the original kernel . In each extension , many of
relied heavily on the methodology's documentation . The the kernel routines were used by the extension modules (see
structure chart , a component of SD , was constantly used to table 1 ) .
determine what test results were adequate and to search for

or explain errors . Several engineers from another group who Of the 20 modules in the operating - system kernel , 11 were
were interested in using our operating -system programs in used by at least one extension , even though at the time the
their products commented that they found our drawings very kernel was designed , the extensions were not anticipated .

useful in reviewing our work and in suggesting changes . This high reuse of routines was possible because of Struc

tured Design's emphasis on employing information hiding,
An unplanned , but very effective , demonstration of the meth modularity , and early interface definition ,
odology's communications abilities occurred during our in

vestigation the project leader gave notice and left the Fewer Design Errors

company . A recent college graduate , who had been with
Another advantage of using Yourdon's methodology is its ef

Tek for less than one week , was able to easily continue the
fect on program faults . Because little data exists on typical

project by relying heavily on the documentation .
error rates for Tek software projects , and because there was

From these experiences we concluded that software no control group in our evaluation , we cannot confirm that

engineers can use SA and SD as a common analytical the methodology reduces errors , even though we think it

language to effectively communicate concepts and ideas does . Nevertheless , we can make some interesting obser

during the problem definition and design phases of software vations regarding errors .

development .
Data from the aerospace industry indicates that about 66 %

Flexible Design of all program faults are design faults, the kind most costly

to find and correct . In our projects , about 5 % of the faults
The ability to protect a software project from personnel turn were design errors. We attribute this low figure to the
overs is reason enough to use SA and SD , but we did find methodology .
other advantages : Programs were structured , and therefore

easy to modify , and the resulting code had very few serious The aerospace industry data are for large software projects ;

therefore , comparing their numbers and ours is questionable .

However , I believe the aerospace data shows the importance
In one case , the code required modification to increase its of reducing errors in the design phase .
speed . After close analysis , two modules were found to be

the major time -wasters . We rewrote forty lines of code and Software Management Aid

the program ran five times faster . The total time spent modi
Yourdon's methodology improves the manageability of softfying the code was about six hours , and the program re
ware projects . Each milestone is well defined , and during

mained simple and understandable . This is an example of
the project there is no question as to whether or not the

Corbato's critical - 5 % technique mentioned earlier .
programmer has hit the milestone . This aids the engineer

We also found we could easily extend programs built using in determining whatneeds to be done; it also gives the

SA and SD . Once the operating -system (OS) kernel program manager a means by which to measure progress.

was completed , we made three major extensions to it : we

errors .

O TECHNOLOGY
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Disadvantages

SOME DATA FROM

OUR EVALUATION

While advantages such as improved communication , more

reliable software , and increased project manageability can

be realized using SA and SD , there are some disadvantages

that must be considered . Learning time is the first one en

countered . It takes time for the engineer to think in terms of

data flows , as required by Structural Analysis ,
In a typical Yourdon project, the problem -definition

phase required three times as much time as the

design phase. And, design time was about twice the

implementation time. Debug timewas about the same

as implementation .

In some cases , engineers attempting to learn SA will give up

on the methodology , explaining that it isn't applicable to their

type of work . This may be a valid statement but , at their early

stage of learning , it is too soon for them to tell . Even after

" learning " the methodology , some engineers will attempt to

modify the methodology , because they don't understand the

methodology , or they don't understand the problem they are

attempting to solve .

A more serious problem with Yourdon's methodology is SA's

inability to specify real-time constraints. This deficiency has

been recognized , and Yourdon and others are attempting to

solve it . For now , time constraints can be documented in a

number of specialized ways on the data flow diagrams, in the

data flow specifications (minispecs), or in separate documen

tation . This deficiency should not preclude the use of SA , but

it does require the engineer to exercise some care and in

genuity to extend the method for a specific application .

In our projects, we averaged about one error for each

120 lines of high -level-language code and about one

error for each 40 lines of assembly-language code. In

contrast to this low error rate, we found that in one

short routine where engineers had abandoned the

methodology their error rate increased approximately

500% to one error for every 23 lines of code . Further

more, their non -Yourdon routine lacked flexibility and

extendability and ultimately had to be redone. The

engineers had not used the methodology because,

" The routinewasshort, and well understood.” The

engineers felt the Yourdon methodology was good for
large , complex programs but wasted time when ap

plied to simple programs they found that this was
not so .

Another problem is encountered when structure charts or

data - flow diagrams are repeatedly refined . Reworking an in
tricate drawing is tedious and error -prone . There are two

solutions to this problem — hire a draftsperson , which only

shifts the problem from the engineer to the draftspersort, or

build computer tools to support the design of software . We

believe the computer - tools solution should be pursued

have started to develop such tools .

The disadvantages were SA's inability to specify real - time

problems and the considerable time needed to redraw dia

grams when programs were modified . The lack of a real

time -constraint specification can be overcome by modifying

the methodology , though doing so would take some time

and experimentation . The diagram - redrawing problem can

be solved by applying standard computer -aided design

techniques .
we

Future Research in Yourdon Methodology

There are a number of areas of the Yourdon methodology

that require more investigation . Some of these areas should

be addressed by Tektronix, while others can be left to univer

sity research or Yourdon, Inc.

While not precisely a disadvantage , initiating the methodolo

gy in a group requires discipline on the part of the engineers

and support from management . Engineers need to stick with

the methodology even when they run into problems in using

it . Managers must recognize that the new method will take

time to learn and must reduce schedule pressure during

early learning phases .
Projects that Tek should address include : a survey to deter

mine the impact of Yourdon's classes on our software , the

building of tools to support groups using SA and SD for pro

gram development , and comparing cost of the use of Your

don's methodology versus other methodologies . Work that

we should leave for outside researchers includes extending

structured analysis to handle real - time -constraint specifica

tion and understanding the formal transformations between

Yourdon's methodology and other methods .

Now I want to make it very clear that there is no one best

methodology . Just as electrical engineers have a number of

models for transistor designs and they understand when to

apply a particular model for a particular situation , there is

no one methodology for tackling software problems . Pro

grammers need to understand and learn a number of dif

ferent specification and design techniques and understand

when to apply them ; and , more important , when not to apply
them .

Conclusions

Recommendations
We found that for typical Tek programming projects the meth

odology is an effective communications tool ; furthermore ,

when used with walkthroughs it yielded high -quality pro

grams . Not only were engineers able to more effectively dis

cuss problem definitions and designs, but managers could

clearly monitor project status and progress . The final pro

grams were well documented, easily understood,modifiable,

reusable , reliable , and maintainable .

To gain the most from Yourdon , we recommend that soft

ware engineer learn SA and SD and consistently apply both

on one project , then evaluate results against previous ex

periences . While learning , we recommend that engineers

work as a group , using walkthroughs to learn and use the

methodology . We also encourage the collection and analysis

of data indicating programming effort .

TECHNOLOGY
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEER IV PROFILE PROCESS ENGINEER IV PROFILE

AGOSTON AGOSTON WILLIAM W. STEIN

Agoston Agoston,
7000 -Series Engi
neering, DR-3899

William W. Stein ,
Advanced Hardcopy
Development, ext .
B - 7111

Tektronix is a cosmopolitan company . Not just because it

does business throughout the world , but because , even in

Oregon , we are priviledged to work with a number of people

from other countries . Agoston Agoston , who is of Hungarian

extraction and a citizen of Rumania , is one of them .

Bill Stein calls himself a chemist , but his experience and ac

complishment suggest a much broader range of interest and

skill . His technical versatility goes beyond a single discipline .

Bill is a Process Engineer IV in Tek Lab's Advanced Hard

copy Development Group . He joined Tektronix in June 1973

as a project leader in Electron Devices Engineering . He has

invented novel ways of producing hardcopy and holds

patents for his work .

Agoston was educated in Bucharest , studying five years at

the Polytechnical Institute , where he majored in electronics

and earned his Diploma of Engineer ; the design and con

struction of a digital frequency meter was his thesis subject .

Following graduation in 1968 , he took graduate courses in

what is now his specialty : sampling technology . Although

Agoston has not yet earned his PhD , he did finish a doctoral

thesis on the analysis and synthesis of sampling -based

instruments .

Bill majored in chemistry at the University of California at Los

Angeles , Los Angeles State College , and Glendale Junior Col

lege . His work experience began with Varian Associates .

Agoston began his career in design engineering at the Re

search Institute for Electronics in Bucharest . In the ensuing

nine years at the Institute , he designed a comprehensive line

of instruments called the Unified Series of Oscilloscopes ,

which included single-channel , dual -channel , and differential

plug - in amplifiers ; single and dual time bases ; a compact

scope with a 100 -MHz , 5 mV/div vertical and a dual time

base ; and a dual - channel sampling unit capable of 1 GHz

bandwidth at 2 mV/div and a sweep speed of 50 ps/div .

As a senior engineer at Varian , Bill investigated superconduc

tors , lasers , detectors , and infrared high-transmission windows,

but his primary efforts were in the production of epitaxial gal
lium arsenide for use in Gunn-effect microwave diodes . Later ,

as a co - founder of Antex Industries, Bill served as a consult

ant on III - V devices and was responsible for the growth and

production of large , single -crystal gallium arsenide , and the

establishment of Antex's semiconductor laboratory . His last

position before coming to Tek was that of senior materials

engineer with ITT's Electron Tube Division , where he headed

up the design and operation of a III -V materials laboratory for

the preparation and fabrication of photocathodes .

Agoston has written and published a number of papers in

addition to a chapter on oscilloscopes for the Electronic

Engineering Handbook ( Technical Press , Bucharest ) . His

published papers on a variety of electronic instrumentation

techniques have appeared in the Review of Telecommuni

cations and the Proceedings of the Conference of Electrical

Engineers (Bucharest) . He has also written several unpub

lished papers ; some are part of his doctoral thesis , most

are closely connected to sampling technology .

After joining Tektronix , Bill continued his work with III -V tech

nology , and assumed the responsibility for designing and in

stalling a III - V laboratory for negative electron affinity cath

odes . As part of this work , Bill demonstrated the practicality

of sealed -off cold cathodes . Later , he designed advanced

cathode - ray tubes , particularly for hardcopy generation .

Agoston has two patents to his credit , one covering a time

base circuit using a zero -crossing ramp generator , the other

a class B , push - pull power amplifier using current switching .

Bill holds six patents . Four of them cover materials process

ing . Another is a patent for a hardcopy CRT " Cathode Ray

Tube Having Image Transfer Means." Recently , Bill received

his sixth patent for another hardcopy process . He has co

authored papers for the Journal of Applied Physics and the

Journal of the Electrochemical Society , and has made a

presentation to a GaAs Symposium . OSince joining Tektronix in May 1980 , Agoston's work has been

updating efforts on sampling instruments in 7000 -Series Engi

neering . Obsolete components such as avalanche transistors ,

tunnel diodes , and germanium devices are being replaced

with modern counterparts . With his preeminent qualifications

in sampling technology he does not expect to confine his ef

forts to update work . I
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TEK MEMBERS OF

INDUSTRY COMMITTEES

Chuck Sullivan , Technical Standards , is maintaining a list of

committees and their Tektronix members . If you are an ac

tive committee member , Chuck would like to add your name

to this list . Send your name , delivery station , and extension

along with the formal name of your committee and the func

tion of your committee to Chuck at delivery station 58-306 .

Computer and Business Equipment Manufactures

Association /Environmental and Safety Committee

(CBEMA/ ESC )

CBEMA/ESC - Super

visory Committee Pete Perkins DR- 1815

CBEMA/ ESC-2 – To im

pact and harmonize

domestic and interna

tional standards such as

UL, IEC , CSA, and VDE. Orv Olson W1-3231

For more information about individual committees , call the

listed member .

Jerry Jacky B -7830
American Electroplaters

Society (AES)

American Engineering

Organization (AEO)
Test Instrumentation Herb Zajac B-7887

CBEMA/ ESC-3 Power

Interface . Standard for

switching power mode

supplies .

CBEMA/ ESC-5 – Electro

magnetic Interference

Richard Nute B- 1811

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

Herb Zajac B -7887ANSI C39 — Committee

on Electrical Measuring

Instruments . ( Parent com
mittee of C39.5 . )

CBEMA/ESC-7 Office

Machine Safety . Ref :

UL 114/1EC 380 .
Richard Nute DR- 1811

Orv Olson W1-3231

CBEMA/ ESC-8 Laser

Safety . Revising ANSI
Z136 . Don Hanson DR- 1822

Richard Nute DR- 1811

CBEMA - Ergonomic
Task Force . Monitor and

respond to domestic and

international new stan

dards

Dave Straayer W1-3544
Bob Dietrich WR- 1727

Stu Whitcomb W1-3963

Dan Taylor W1-3621

ANSI C39.5 – Meters ,
Process Control and

Measuring Equipment

Safety. Inputs to IEC

(International Electro

technical Commission ) .

ANSI X3H3 - Graphic

Standards , Software

ANSI X3J2 Basic

Programming Language

ANSI X3J9 (ANSI / IEEE

X3J9) - Pascal

ANSI Y14.5 — Dimension

ing and Tolerancing of

Engineering Drawings .

ANSI Y14.26M To de

velop a standard format

for communicating shape

information in digital
form .

Consultative Committee,

International Radio (CCIR) Charlie Rhodes B-7068

Bill Price B -5847 Canadian Standards Association (CSA)

Henry Jones W1-3959

Chuck Sullivan DR- 1811 -

CSA C22.2 SC 125 –

Electromedical Equipment

CSA C22.2 SC 154.143

Address problems

relating to CSA category

certification ; harmonize

UL and IEC standards .

-

Orv Olson W1-3231

Jack Gjovaag W1-3548 CSA 125 – Revise UL

medical equipment
standards . Henry Jones W1-3959

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)

ASTM E43.20 - Editing

Committee , Standardi

zation of Metric Practices. Chuck Sullivan DR- 1800

ASTM F1 , Sec . 08 ,

Lithography Mel Wright B -5113

Electronic Industries Association (EIA)

EIA-JT-20 – Electro-optic

Devices , CRT measure
ment Pete Keller B-6344

EIA-JT-31 - Optical
Characteristics of Display

Devices Don Robinder B -6643
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IEEE SCC 11 – Manuals Tom Gibbons DR-2186EIA-JT-32 — Committee

on Electron Tube Safety ,

X -Radiation Requirements Richard Nute DR-1811
IEEE TC - 8 416 488

GPIB - Technical Com

mittee on Automated

Instrumentation Robert Chew B-5626
EIA- P-3.3 – Write and

harmonize standards for

line filters with IEC , CSA ,
and other standards

associations .

IEEE 66B – Spectrum

Analyzers - Verification of

manufacturers ' advertising.
Richard Nute DR- 1811

Morris Engelson B-7946

EIA - TR - 4.4 Consultative

Committee , International

Radio , TV waveform .

The Institute for Intercon

necting and Packaging

Electronic Circuits (IPC) .
Charlie Rhodes B-7068

Becky Van Grunsven B-5182

Electro-Magnetic

Interference (EMI ) Herb Zajac B-7887
IPC Working group on

printed wiring boards . Wally House DR-5847

Federal Drug Adminis

tration ( FDA)
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)

Henry Jones W1-3959
ISO YC97/SC5/WG4

Pascal _Bill Price B -5847International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)

IEC SC-28A Low

Voltage Equipment In
sulation Coordination ,

IEC 348, 435 , 601 , 664. Pete Perkins DR- 1815

Military (MIL)

MIL-STD-461 – Electro

magnetic Emission and

Susceptibility Herb Zajac B-7887

Henry Jones W1-3959

Richard Nute DR - 1811

MIL - T -28800 – Test

Equipment for Use With

Electronic and Electrical

Equipment
-

Warren Collier B-4983
Richard Nute DR- 1811

National Enercon Com

mittee , American Elec

troplaters Society (NEC)Maris Graube DR- 1792 Jerry Jacky B-7830

-

IEC SC-62A WG 1 & 7

Transformer Safety

Requirements

IEC SC- 14D Trans

former Safety

IEC SC-65 WG 6 - Pro

cess Control Local

Network (PCLN)

IEC SC 66B WG 3 Pro

perties of Spectrum

Analyzers

IEC -SC-66B -WG-4 Pro

perties of Logic Analyzers

IEC -SC -66E - Measuring
Control and Associated

Equipment Safety

IEC 601 – Medical Equip
ment Standards

Society of Automotive

Engineers (SAE)

SAE 4 -Electromagnetic
Interference

Morris Engleson B-7946

Herb Zajac B-7887-

Murlan Kaufman WR - 1761
Scientific Apparatus
Makers

Association (SAMA)

Medical Products

Henry Jones W1-3959

Richard Nute DR- 1881Richard Nute DR- 1811

Henry Jones W1-3959
Standards Engineering

Society (SES) Chuck Sullivan DR - 1800
-IEC -TC-663 Safety

Standards for Electronic

Equipment Richard Nute DR- 1811

Society of Motion Picture

and Television Engineers

(SMPTE ). Charlie Rhodes B-7068
-IEC TV - Waveform

Monitors Charlie Rhodes B -7068

State of Oregon

Electrical Products ,

Safety Richard Nute DR- 1811

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

(IEEE)

IEEE Technical Committee

on Distributed Processing

Data Acquisition and
Control Micro/Mini

Computers Robert N. Perry DR-2468

Underwriters Laboratories (UL)

UL- IAG UL 1244 -

Problems with 1244

Standard . Richard Nute DR- 1811

IEEE Subcommittee for

Instrument/Computer
Interface

Bob Cram B-4806

John Burgess B -4806

UL- IAG - Printed wiring

board safety. Richard Nute DR-1811
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UL 796 – Printed Wiring

Boards Richard Nute DR-1811

Bob Randall DR- 1810

UL 114/478 — ( Industrial

Advisory Group) Office

and Data Processing

Equipment

UL 544 - Medical and

Dental Equipment , In
dustry Clearinghouse -

Copiers and displays .

UL 1244 Test and

Measurement Equipment Richard Nute DR- 1811

United States Metric

Council (USMC) . Chuck Sullivan DR- 1800

Henry Jones W1-3959

PATENT RECEIVED: 4,243,958

PHASE -MULTIPLEXED

CCD TRANSVERSAL FILTER

the system thus extending the filter

bandpass .

A patent has been granted to Doran

Wilde for a phase -multiplexed charge
coupled-device (CCD ) transversal filter .

The filter employs a number of parallel

connected CCDs which acquire sequen

tial samples of an analog signal . In

previous techniques the sampling rate

was limited to the clock rate employed .

Doran's invention enables the system
to overcome the clock limitation and

operate at a higher rate . The rate is

determined by the number of CCDs in

In this invention , a multiphase clock

determines the sequence and time of

occurrence of a number of samples .

The multiphase clock outputs separate

drive signals to each CCD with a

predetermined phase relationship to

the clock frequency . The CCDs , in turn ,

sample analog voltage from an input

signal . These samples are shifted

through the device under clock control ;

the CCD performs as an analog shift

register or clock -controlled delay line.

Each CCD's output signals , which are

available at the output taps along the

device , are weighted (as well as se

quenced ) so that the circuitry functions

as a transverse filter that appears to

be a single CCD having a length of N

times M elements , where N is the

number of CCDs and M is the number

of taps for each CCD . O

Ps1

Φ2

N-PHASE

SAMPLING • N-2

CLOCK
OsN-1
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Φο1CCD

CLOCK
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

AND THE NPI SYSTEM

John Light is a systems engineer in Micro
processor Development Products. He was the

firmware project leader for the recently an
nounced 834 Data Communications Tester. He

joined Tektronix in April 1978 from Computer
Automation . Earlier, he worked at the United

Computing Corporation and at the Jet Propul
sion Labs . John holds a BS in mathematics,
and a BA in psychology from the California
State University at Los Angeles .

And what is an EIS ? It is a series of phrases , first letters

capitalized , with a number and tolerance attached to each

one . For example , " Maximum Input Voltage on Pin 24 : 12

volts . " As a result , the EIS for a non -scope product tends to

have a lot of numbers but little explanation of what they do.

Why explain? After all , everybody knows what a scope does .

This article is based on John's presentation at Engineer

ing Forum 20 , Software Discipline . The Engineering

Activities Council sponsors forums to promote the com

munication of engineers ' views of new technology to

Tektronix management .

Unfortunately , not everybody knows what the non-scope pro
duct does . The EIS doesn't tell them ; it was never intended

to . The evaluation people get the uneasy feeling that

although they have verified every EIS specification , they are

not sure the instrument really works . Generally , evaluators

take the designer's word on that , or they convince

themselves that it solves some customer problem . The EIS
has failed the evaluators because the scrutinized instrument

is not an oscilloscope . This scenario applies as well to the

electrical part of software /hardware projects as it does to

purely electrical projects .

This article presents an analysis of why Tek has soft

ware management problems and some recommended

actions to reduce the problems . The article goes on to

recommend changes in the New Product Introduction

(NPI ) system to facilitate the software development pro
cess .

Much time and energy has been spent at Tektronix (and

elsewhere) trying to solve the " problem " of software . There

are at least three groups at Tek chartered to solve the prob
lem .

“ Remember, We're Basically A Hardware

Company"

We consider software to be a problem precisely because we

consider ourselves to be a hardware company . Even though

we have problems developing and manufacturing hardware , I

have never heard anyone say " Hardware is a big problem . "

It doesn't set comfortably in our ears because our hearts

respond , " No, hardware is Tek's business." We must pro

gress to the point where our hearts also respond " Software

isn't a problem : it is our business."
However, " there are no problems , only opportunities." That

maxim accurately describes the software situation at

Tektronix . Why is software considered a problem here ? The

answer , I believe , can be found in Tek history . By considering

our history , we can put the problem in perspective and better

recognize the opportunities .

Our systems and expectations are inappropriate for a com
pany whose business is software software projects cause

massive failures of those systems . Here are the

characteristics which make software such a problem to us

(and the rest of the world ) :

• Software is difficult to specify .

Tektronix grew up as a scope company . Everybody knew how

to build an oscilloscope , how to package them , how to

specify them , how to evaluate them , and (most important)
how to manufacture them .

• Software development is difficult to track .

Software specifications keep changing .

• Software is difficult to evaluate .

• Software is very expensive .

We have grown so fast that we appear not to know as much

as we used to . However , we know as much as we ever did ;

but our management systems tend to deal with historic prob

lems rather than the new ones . Our management systems

are not totally appropriate for modern scope development

and only marginally apply to digital instruments .

• Software is always late .

Let us examine the development of a digital non -scope in
strument with no software. The cornerstone document for

development of this instrument is the Engineering Instrument

Specification ( EIS) . And because the system says so , the

digital designer writes an EIS .

Each and every problem listed is the result of a clash be
tween Tek management systems and the inherent features of

software . The inherent features are exactly the reasons we

use software so pervasively in our products . We cannot

change those features without losing the advantages we can

gain by using software . Thus , to solve our problems with soft

ware, our systems and attitudes must change . In some cases
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these changes must be drastic and revolutionary . The rest of

this article will describe some of the changes which must
occur .

aren't complete until near the end of the development cycle .
As a result , there is a decided lack of visibility of software

progress until late in the project. Because nothing is visible

early in the project, there is a dearth of milestones , a lack of

test beds for module development , and a shortage of con
fidence by team members that progress is being made , or
that their individual contributions are needed on time .

How To Specify Software

Software is difficult to specify because our idea of a product

specification is an EIS . In fact , the proper specification for a

software product, or a product incorporating a significant
amount of software , is an operator manual . For some parts

of the instrument , the classic form of EIS may be appro

priate , but those exacting numerical specifications are no

more important a part of the overall instrument specification

than any other part.

A more effective method of implementation for software

systems is to bring up a " skeleton " of the entire final system

first . This skeleton should include rudiments of the operator

interface and the ability to visibly change to one of the major

operational modes of the instrument . The skeleton itself will

usually be the first implementation milestone of a software

project. Further milestones can occur as module "meat" is

added to the " bones." The additional modules may ,

themselves , be only part of a larger feature .

Typically , operator manuals are started after Engineering

Release (ER) and are available just before Product Shipment

Release ( PSR) . The process must be changed so that the

operator manual is available early , up front . The operator
manual must be written in considerable detail and should

contain many examples. I prefer that the early manual be

written by engineers as an operational specification .

The danger in this approach is that a manager will attempt to

demonstrate his understanding of the product by pointing out

a problem and insisting that it be " fixed right away." (This ap

proach guarantees that problems will be found , since major

parts of the software are not written when the skeleton is

demonstrated .) Success with the approach depends on

accentuating the positive and trusting the approach. Holes in

the product will be filled , in their own time .

It is difficult to write a detailed operator manual early in the

development cycle . So many details are often not clear , and

several approaches may be under consideration . I contend
that it is those unclear details and those unmade choices

that cause development delays and backtracking . Writing the

operational specification can clarify details and make the

choice easier . If you can't write it down, you aren't ready to

implement it.

How To Keep Up With Spec Changes

Software specifications keep changing because the market

needs and our understanding those needs evolve . This is

both the most positive and the most negative aspect of bas

ing our instruments on software . The rewards of software

usage are achieved , not by stopping the changes , but by

managing the changes .

Very special talents are required to write the operator

manual . The authors must be good writers , good designers ,

and must understand the customer problem that the instru
ment is intended to solve . Obviously , recent college

graduates are not appropriate . Please refer to my article

" Living Documents , a key to Firmware Project Success "

Technology Report , April , 1980 , for a discussion of the

merit of detail and flexibility in this document .
we

How To Track Software

The ability to readily change software specifications and im

plementation permits us to learn from our mistakes and re

spond to competition . Important features that are announced

by a competitor six months before our own PSR need not

wait until we design another product three years later

can counter the competition quickly because we are using

software . If we attempt to stop changes , we will always be

introducing products that are two years old at introduction .

We will lose in the market place to competitors who have

learned to manage change — it can be done .

How To Evaluate Software

Software is difficult to track because we try to visualize soft
ware modules as units such as circuit boards . Etched circuit

boards ( ECBs) must be developed as units because the

layout and etching processes are not amenable to modifica

tion . Electrical designers don't put part of the circuitry on a

board , try it out , and then put the rest of the circuitry on the

board . Most of the time , when a significant addition is made

to an ECB layout , the layout must be started over from

scratch . And ECBs (especially ones stuffed with components)
are not am able to re -etching . These characteristics force

electrical designers to design entire boards . Because of the

electrical interactions (and common practice ) , boards have to

have all functions defined and circuitry designed before they
can be built .

Software is difficult to evaluate because software -based pro

ducts are so complex . The complexity of software products

does not result from the complexity of the individual product

components or the processes required to manufacture them .

Software complexity results from the number of ways that

the designers can implement software to solve a problem
set .

For various reasons , software has been implemented as if it

were something like an ECB . Work continues on each soft
ware module until it works . And therefore , modules often

Software - implemented features often can't be described on a

linear scale . This is why the classic form of EIS is inap
propriate . Two dimensions are seldom sufficient . To describe
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the solution set , many dimensions , each representing a

degree of freedom , are usually necessary . In addition , each

degree of freedom is difficult to describe explicitly . I believe

that a thorough analysis of a major instrument , such as a

logic analyzer , would show that it is hopeless to attempt to

completely evaluate every possible operating state . In prac
tice , it is even difficult to identify all of the states .

reasonably bug free in time for ROM Release (RR) . Standard

lead times for masked ROMs generally make RR occur near

instrument ER . By instrument ER all features should be work

ing and all masked parts ordered except for one ROM , the

patch ROM.

As sloppy as the above analysis may appear , it leads ir

revocably to a single conclusion : we will ship products with

bugs in them . The number and severity of the bugs will vary

inversely with the amount of time we spend evaluating the

product before PSR . We should certainly attempt to be quite

a ways down the debugging curve when we ship , but we

should be prepared for the problem reports . By prepared |
mean that we should be eager to receive them , ready to fix

them , and willing to pay the cost to update the product for
the customer .

The patch ROM allows the firmware implementation to con

tinue past ER up to PSR . ( Implementation should not stop at

ER . ) The evaluation can be completed , and the instrument

can be reviewed for holes in its definition . Because the

evaluation group has by this time accumulated a wide variety

of test procedures , the instrument fine tuning can continue

up to two weeks preceding PSR . Fine tuning assures that the

instrument has excellent market- place functionality as well as

reliability

Spend Money Early to Reduce Software Costs

All Tek systems should be prepared to react quickly and put

the fixes into new products as soon as possible . By manag

ing this process properly from both a technical and

management - systems viewpoint , the costs and disruptions

caused by bugs can be minimized . A more complete descrip
tion of the strategies for accomplishing this are presented in

my article " Developing a ROM -Patch Strategy, " Technology

Report, April 1981 .

Software is expensive because we don't spend enough

money on it . The life -cycle costs of software can be enor

mous , and the money spent before PSR is only the tip of the

iceberg . The total cost of software can be radically reduced

by spending more money up front . Here is a list of in

vestments which are well worth their costs :

1. Use the brightest and most experienced designers to do

definition and architectural work . Making these people

available at the right time is a major management respon

sibility . To a manager the expense of doing this can seem

high .The result of such a strategy is that early customers for a

product become part of our evaluation process . As long as

they are able to get their work done and are supported ade

quately , most customers will be glad to trade a little inconve

nience for the ability to use an innovative instrument a few

months earlier . Tek's goals are not so different from those of
our customers .

2. Put a good terminal on every software designer's desk .

Terminals are as important as paper and pencil to pro

grammers . When we are concerned about a shortage of

$30,000 softw designers , making the ones we have into

schedulers who commute is pennywise and code foolish .

3. Make a friendly and complete set of development tools

available to each designer . The most important tool is a

general - purpose computer with an appropriate operating

system . The computer must be available , not busy . The

operating system should be UNIX . Other tools include

emulators , communication systems , etc.

The Tek software -evaluation process must change significant
ly . In the theoretical NPI process , the design engineers make

everything work at Design Completion ( DC) and hand the pro

duct over to evaluation . The evaluators find some problems

(A-phase ) and the designers fix them for Prototype Release

( PR) . One more iteration of this process occurs ( B -phase) and

the designers and evaluators are done at Engineering

Release ( ER) . All this rarely happens , even for an

oscilloscope , but we treat any variation from this plan as a

perversion of Tek's ideals . In the case of software , we must

recognize that this plan is not only inappropriate but
detrimental .

4. Staff the evaluation group with experienced people ; they

are vital . Too often we staff evaluation entirely with recent

college grads .

It is my experience that these investments reduce life -cycle

costs . However , we should make careful studies to verify

that money spent early in the development process is a

highly leveraged positive investment .A new strategy must be developed for software evaluation .

Evaluation must begin when the skeleton is first available .

This may occur before DC . As additional software becomes

available , it should be released in a controlled manner .

Why Software Is Late

Why is software late?

As many as ten releases may be appropriate . The emphasis

of the releases should be the availability of new feature sets

to evaluate ; bugs should be fixed whenever time permits . As

each release is evaluated , the evaluators accumulate a set

of procedures which can quickly verify that any previous

bugs don't occur . The software must be fully functional and

• Software development is often started late , after the hard

ware development has gained momentum . Having no visi
ble lead times similar to ECB layout and ECB fabrication ,

software designers , under the present system , don't start

as early as hardware designers yet they are expected

to catch up .

--
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Release (MSR) and would have approximately the same

purpose for an internal audience . It would allow everybody

to understand the product and its use and the market
environment .

• Since the software designers usually start after the hard

ware designers, the electrical designers usually define the
software /hardware interfaces . This forces software

designers to accommodate most of the deficiencies .

• Some Tek projects have had to backtrack because of in
adequate or inappropriate architectures . Archictectural

problems generally result from not applying the right peo
ple at the outset . More insidious , every future change (and

they will happen ) to an inadequate architecture significant

ly increases both the development time and the

maintenance costs . Thus , it is often less expensive to
backtrack .

2. Complete a functional description based on product plan

ning . True product planning predicts most product re

quirements . Unfortunately , Tektronix product planning

often consists of justifying the engineering already com

pleted by the time the Product Proposal has to be submit

ted . Effective product planning considers other Tek pro
ducts , corporate and sector strategies , near - term revenue

requirements , and resources in order to place substantive

constraints on the product. The most important constraint

should be manufacturing cost because it enforces all the
other constraints .

• Inadequate project control , such as inadequate documen

tation and milestone visibility, can result in delays .

• Sometimes market pressure (or Marketing pressure)

changes functional requirements . The pressure for change

usually focuses on software since it is such a flexible

medium . Sometimes the changes can be folded in with no

effect on the schedule , sometimes not . Trust the

designers to decide whether the schedule will be affected .

3. The project leaders should all work on the project early in

C -phase. Their most important early work is project plan

ning . Using the necessarily inadequate understanding of

the product, they must estimate schedules , budgets , staff

ing levels , and capital requirements . Hiring should occur

during this phase . Too often the hiring is done during

E- phase so the project starts out handicapped .• Sometimes development wrap -up doesn't start soon

enough . This problem can be overcome by following the

ROM patching strategy I described earlier .
4. Only when all three of the above is completed , should a

product proposal be approved . Too often the proposal is

merely thrown together later as a requirement for DC .• Sometimes we just underestimate time . This is only

serious when we fail to monitor the milestones or fail to
believe what we see when we reach them . Engineering Phase

The common thread in all of the above reasons is that soft

ware must be taken seriously and that appropriate systems

must be put in place . By seriously I mean that if most of the

software (and all of the risky software ) is not running at PR ,

the project is in serious trouble . By appropriate systems

mean mileposts and reporting systems that recognize the

unique aspects of software, its fluidity and complexity . Other

parts of this article describe such systems .

Not all of the engineering of a product occurs during

Engineering Phase ( E - phase) , but during this time typically

only Engineering is really working on the product . The design

engineers feverishly design : the electrical designers design

the first prototype , the software designers design modules ,

and everyone normally ignores the steps that can provide

Tektronix with better products and successful projects:

Now, Let's Talk About NPI

I have discussed the changes which can cure or alleviate the

complaints about software . I will now try to show the relation

between software and the NPI system . The important time
frames are :

1. Describe in fine detail how the instrument operates . Do

this in an Operational Specification . It should be similar in

scope and detail to the final Operator Manual . The authors

of this document must be imaginative , farsighted , and

down- to -earth (a rare combination ) . This document affects

hardware and software and , therefore , representatives

from all parts of the project team must jointly write it .

• C-phase : concept phase

• E-phase : engineering phase

A-phase : evaluation phase

• B-phase : verification phase

• Pilot phase : pilot production

• Production phase : early production

2. Develop an Architectural Specification simultaneously with

the Operational Specification . Specify both software and

hardware architecture . Yourdon's Structured Analysis is

an excellent means of specifying the system architecture ;

its concise graphic representation of data flow provides

surprising insight into the functioning of the system . The

hardware architecture can be described by a block

diagram showing the major electronic components such

as LSI devices , displays , sensors , and so forth . There

should be a brief description showing what portions of the

data flow the block encompasses .

The Concept Phase

The concept phase is not taken seriously many people

are surprised to know it exists . Most projects do without it .

However, projects will benefit by doing the following at this
time :

1. Write a functional description of the product and the

system of which it is a part . This document would be

similar in detail and coverage to a Marketing Sales

Software architecture can generally be described as a col

lection of tasks and state machines . The scope and

constraints of each task should be explained , as well as
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the tasking mechanism . Global state machines built by the

software should be described . Usually , each of the major

operational and display modes of an instrument will cor

respond to a state in a global state machine . These should

be recognized as such even if there is no explicit state
machine code .

an early software activity . A software skeleton consists of the

bare architectural entities (tasking mechanism , global state

machines , etc. ) and selected interface handlers (keyboard

and display interfaces, clock interrupts, etc.). The skeleton

provides services that may be needed to support

performance - proving programming .

3. Develop an Interface Specification following the comple

tion of the Architectural Specification . Because it effec

tively partitions the system into pieces which can be work

ed on independently , this is the final document necessary

to implementation . It should specify all three types of inter

faces : software -hardware , software -software, and

hardware-hardware . The last type requires partitioning the

electronic components onto individual boards .

Some people feel that everything should be working by

Design Completion . While this is a worthy goal , it should not

be done at the expense of complete specification or time-to

market . If the preceding recommendations and procedures

are followed , the following will exist at DC :

an Operational Specification ,

• an Architectural Specification ,

• an Interface Specification ,

one or more Design Specifications ,

• a working prototype of the hardware ,

• software to prove that the prototype is functional and com

plete ,

4. Once the Operational, Architectural , and Interface

Specifications are written , Design Specifications are both

easier to write and , interestingly , less important than they

have been in the past . Too often Design Specifications

have had to compensate for missing specifications.

Because Design Specifications are unsuited for perform

ing the functions of those other documents , writing them

has been very difficult . By providing all required levels of

specification , this burden is lifted ; at the same time ,

Design Specifications become less critical to project suc

cess . In some cases , the acceptable vehicle for specifying

the design is elegant code written in an appropriate high
level language . In other cases , Yourdon's Structured

Design methodology is an excellent tool.

. a skeleton of the instrument software, and

• other software needed to demonstrate the attainment of

performance goals .

A- Phase

During A-phase , evaluation starts on the working model and

software skeleton , and implementation of the software gains

a full head of steam . Evaluation of the hardware can proceed

using the software which was developed to show that the
hardware was functional at DC .

All four specifications should be completed during E- phase ,

but they are not necessarily sufficient to justify the Design

Completion milestone . Two additional areas of software

development are critical for justifying this milestone : ( 1 ) exer

cising the hardware and (2 ) meeting performance con
straints .

As portions of the software become operational , they can be

packaged for delivery to evaluation . This should allow two or

three deliveries during A-phase , and by the time A-phase is

complete ( Prototype Release) all major functions of the in

strument should be working . Enough software should be

working at PR that no doubt should exist about whether the

instrument will perform as specified .

Since a working model of the hardware will be developed for
DC , sufficient software should be developed to demonstrate

that the hardware works as specified . However , such soft
ware need not work within the architecture or operator
interface framework of the final instrument , so it can be

developed in parallel with the electrical design , independent

of the other specifications . If this early software is written

properly , it can form the basis of the instrument self -test and

even its diagnostic procedure . This is a critical software

development activity , and few engineers are qualified to do it .

B- Phase

During this phase the instrument software needs to be com

pleted . All functions must be working and demonstratable .
Several more releases of the software to evaluation should

occur . The final release during this time should be good

enough to order masked ROMS .
When software is in the path of critical performance criteria ,
that software should be implemented sufficiently to prove

that the performance requirement can be met . Since a com
plete working model of the hardware is often available at DC ,

this task is usually consists of implementation of a small part

of the software . The overriding purpose of this implementa
tion is eliminating the major technical risks from the project,

by Design Completion . It is not necessary to implement all of

the software to do that , just selected parts of it .

Manuals can be started during this phase . The Operational

Specification can form the basis of the Operator Manual . The

availability of working instruments ( possibly incomplete) at

this time makes the writing easier . By starting the manual

writing process early , we gain extra time to review and

organize the manuals for more effective communication .

By Engineering Release the instrument is ready to manufac

ture . All parts will be ordered , including masked ROMs . The
A convenient way to implement portions of a software

system is to define and implement a software " skeleton " as
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unique flexibility of software, however, allows engineering

development to continue , using the patch EPROM as the

vehicle for changes .

but proper management can minimize the cost . The following

steps help to minimize the cost :

Pilot Phase

• Put an update plan into the original product proposal and

budget it in the marketing budget . Planning for updates

also eliminates the finger-pointing and recriminations

which often accompany unplanned expenditures .This is the time when software provides the greatest oppor
tunities if managed properly . We can use this time to

meet the market squarely , with products fine - tuned to

customer requirements . We can react to feedback from in

ternal and external customer evaluations ( respectively called

alpha and beta test sites following an IBM product-planning

practice ) . We can react to competitive offerings which occur

very late in the product -development cycle . We can continue

the formal product evaluation until practically the last minute

of pilot production . Certainly all of these goals expose us to

risks , but they can be managed to provide substantial com

petitive advantages .

• Make the update early , usually within the first six months

after product shipment to customers . The combination of

early update of the production line and early update of

customer instruments will greatly limit the number of units

that require field updating .

• Localize the updates in a single EPROM ; this minimizes

the cost of updating an individual instrument . If the part is

available to the customer , many of them will choose to in

stall it themselves , eliminating the labor costs associated

with the update .

Beta test sites must be chosen with care . The people

involved must be very friendly with Tektronix, be aware of the

current stage of development , have an interest in helping us ,

and have the time to provide us with rapid feedback . This

feedback can be invaluable ; it fills the biggest hole in our

present evaluation programs by assuring that the instrument

will work effectively in a real application .The number of beta

sites should be very small ( two or three) , and communica

tions should be as direct as possible between the customer

and Engineering . Of course , Marketing will want the number

of sites to be much larger since this kind of evaluation is also

an excellent sales tool .

Inappropriate Software Milestones

The largest conflict between the current NPI system and ef

fective software development is the inappropriate milestones

which are in use . Software Design Completion (SDC) , Soft

ware Implementation Release (SIR ) , and Software Engineer

ing Release (SER) have no inherent relation to the software

development process , regardless of whether the project

involves just software or both software and hardware . (Firm

ware is software , nothing more or less , so the term is

extraneous to the NPI system . )

If we are making changes to the instrument software and

function during pilot production , Manuals and Evaluation

must be prepared for the extra work entailed . Automated

document-preparation tools will greatly reduce the manuals

problem . The development of evaluation procedure libraries

should allow a complete re -evaluation of the entire instru

ment in several days .

If a project includes significant hardware development , the

current NPI milestones such as DC , ER , and PR , are usually

appropriate . Rather than establishing a separate set of

milestones for each discipline in a project , we should

establish an integrated set of criteria which describes the

state of development for each of the required engineering

disciplines at each project milestone.

Changes to the instrument software should cease three

weeks before Product Shipment Release . This allows two
weeks for final evaluation of the software and function , and

one week for installing the final patch ROM into instruments

and performing final instrument burn - in . A preliminary version

of the patch ROM can be used for assembly and test .

The requirements of software development are not so easy

to describe and quantify as the requirements of circuit

boards . Requirements will vary from project to project , so we

can't write a single set of criteria for all projects . We can

write general guidelines based on current practice ( the NPI )

and some of the ideas in this article . The product proposal

for each project should detail the criteria to be used for each

milestone of that project. As software design becomes a

more mature discipline , the need for variances will decrease .Production Phase

Engineering involvement with a product must continue after

shipment to customers . As customers find problems ,

Engineering should quickly devise solutions , implement them

with the patch ROM , evaluate them , and put them into pro

duction . This quick response provides maximum value from

early customer evaluations and reactions . The cost to the

customer of our making changes at this time is very small .

To Sum Up : The Major Features for Success

The approach described in this article is directed toward pro

ducts and projects that include both hardware and software .

These projects are the toughest problems that the NPI

System faces since they require coordination between

diverse disciplines . Many of the points made in this article

are equally applicable to products which are entirely hard

ware or entirely software .If a customer finds a major problem with the instrument , we

should resolve it as for any other problem , but in addition , we

should be prepared to update firmware in shipped in
struments by having an update plan . This can be expensive ,
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The most important features of the approach are : • Quick reaction to problems throughout the development

cycle .
• Product planning to make better products and reduce

wasted effort . Flexibility in the management systems we set in place so

we can meet the unique requirements of each business

area .
• Front-end staffing to ensure that all parts of a project get

off to a good start .

• Definition of expected product operation to promote better

human interfaces and improve communication among

designers .

With proper management , software usage in Tektronix in

struments can provide us with competitive advantages , in

cluding unique product features , reduced time to market ,

customer satisfaction and excellent operating margins .
• Early and continuous evaluation to improve reliability and

usability without stretching the development cycle . For More Information

• Masked ROM usage to relax design constraints and

reduce manufacturing costs .
For more information call John Light , ext . WR- 1919 . o

SPECIAL DESIGN FILE: NO. 30

FLEXIBLE -APPLICATION

GPIB LISTENER INTERFACE

Bob Beville ,
SID ATE Test

Engineering,
ext. DR -4327;

The interface can decode the following
GPIB commands :

(The ASM chart is a flowchart - like

method of diagramming the behavior of

a digital circuit . )
. my- listen -address (MLA ),

• device-clear (DCL) , andPaul Hanchett,
SID ATE Test

Engineering,
ext . DR-2790

The interface circuit -board area is 18

square inches . Five volts at 300 mA

are required .
• selective -device -clear (SDC) .

The listen address is switch addres

sable .

Data from the bus is loaded into output

latches which are six-bits wide by four

bytes deep . Output latches may be
cascaded in increments of 24 bits .

Documentation for the output latch

consists of schematics , circuit descrip
tion , and CAD wire -wrap node lists .

Each latch requires five volts at 200
MA . The latch circuit -board area is less

than 15 square inches .

SID Test Engineering has designed a
sequential state machine to operate as

a listener interface for the General

Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) . The

automatic test equipment (ATE ) ap
plications for this interface are to

either configure signal paths through a

signal multiplexer or to set the at

tenuation of a programmable 50 ohm

attenuator . However , the interface is

flexible and can be used in other GPIB

applications .

For More InformationTroubleshooting aids and LEDs have
been included .

For more information call : Bob Beville ,
ext . DR -4327 . ODocumentation for the GPIB Interface

consists of schematics , circuit descrip

tions , a CAD wire -wrap node list , and

algorithmic state machine (ASM ) chart .
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IS YOUR ANSWER IN THE

SPECIAL DESIGN FILE?

As a step in that direction , Technology Report maintains a

file of special designs - designs that were built by various

Tektronix groups for their own use but which might be adapt
able for other areas .

Every large institution faces the problem of duplication of effort

by isolated groups . In an advanced technology company , the

problem is aggravated by the need for confidentiality : pro

prietary or sensitive material can't be widely published even

inside the company because it may leak to the outside world .

Yet , there is still a need for each group to know what others

have done because developments in one group may advance

the work done in another group , or at least duplication of

work may be avoided .

If you have a design you would like to keep alive by con

tributing it to the Special Design File , or if you would like a

copy of any of the special design drawings listed in the table

below , contact Technology Report at ext . MR -8934 , d.s.

53-077 .

SPECIAL DESIGN FILE

0001 Etched Circuit Board , Tek 31 Universal Interface ; Keith

Parker , ext . W1-3402

0016 Heat Tape Temperature Controller ; Gary Spence , ext.

B - 7942 .

0002 Etched Circuit Board , Stepping Motor Control Logic

E4301X; Keith Parker , ext . W1-3402 .

0017 BCD Interface for Systron Donner 7005 DVM ; Gary

Spence , ext . B - 7942 .

0018 T800 Vertical Pulser ; Gary Spence , ext . B -7942 .0003 Etched Circuit Board , Stepping Motor Driver , E4813XA;

Keith Parker , ext . W1-3402 .
0019 10 kHz to 3 MHz Sample Rate CCD Driver ; Gary

Spence , ext . B-7942 .0004 Etched Circuit Extender Board , 22/44 contacts on

0.156 centers , 7 - inch long , E4810X ; Keith Parker , ext .

W1-3402 .
0020 7000 Series Universal Power Plug - in ; Gary Spence , ext.

B -7942 .

0005 Power Converter , Power Line to Single Output ; Bruce

Campbell , ext . DR -6184 .
0021 512 X 512 D-to -A Converter Display with Readout ; Gary

Spence , ext . B-7942 .

0006 Thermoelectric Heater -Cooler , + 85 °C to + 5 °C ; Gary

Spence, ext . B-7942 .
0022 10uAlvolt Current Amplifier ; Gary Spence , ext . B - 7942 .

0007 Differential Instrumentation Analysis Amplifier ; Gary

Spence , ext . B-7942 .

0023 80 MHz Variable Duty Cycle Square Wave TTL Clock

Drive ; Gary Spence , ext . B - 7942 .

0008 Start - Run -Reset Timer ; Gary Spence , ext . B - 7942 .
0024 Quick and Dirty Scan Converter Circuit ; Dick

Sunderland , ext . MR -8971 .

0009 Vacuum Station Controller and Monitor System ; Gary

Spence , ext . B-7942 .
0025 GPIB Interface for the DM 501 ; Bob Cram , ext . B -4806 .

0010 Elevated Grid Unblanking Circuit ; Gary Spence , ext.
B -7942 .

0026 Program for Predicting Noise in Digital Systems ; Gene

Cowan , ext . DR -2963 .

0011 Logarithmic Amplifier for UTI 1200 Quadrupole Gas

Analyzer; Gary Spence , ext . B-7942 .

0027 Modem Mod for Bad Telephone Lines ; Walt Catino , ext .

DR -4292 .

0028 RS-232 Interface for 4051 .
0012 Dual Filament Automatic Cathode Breakdown Unit ;

Gary Spence , ext . B - 7942 . 0029 Low-Cost Regulating Inverter ; Robert E. White , ext .

DR -4403 .
0013 High -Speed Photodetector ; Gary Spence , ext . B- 7942 .

0014 Process Gas Analysis Program for Tek 31 Calculator ;

Gary Spence , ext . B -7942 .

0030 Flexible -Application GPIB Interface ; Bob Beville , ext .

DR -2791 . O

0015 Remote Gain Amplifier ; Ron Robinder , ext . B -6643.
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RELIABILITY BASICS

Part Failure Rate

Dan Wright,
Grass Valley Group ,
916-272-8835.

Another commonly-used term is part failure rate ,which is the

number of parts replaced (per unit of time ) due to the failure

of that circuit element (some parts fail because other parts in

the circuit fail . ) Like all engineers , reliability engineers use

models to explain the phenomena they work with . A

simplified example of a part failure - rate model is :

λ = (πο)( πχ)( π . ) ( λι )

The a factors represent quality (Q) , temperature ( T ), and

stress (S) . Lambda is the failure rate modified by these a
factors .

Because reliability is a subject of continuing interest,

Technology Report is reprinting Dan's article originally

published in Forum Report 12. Dan was with the Fre.

quency Domain Instrumentation Reliability group; he is

now general manager for television Processing and

Distribution Products at the Grass Valley Group.

The failure rate of a system is basically the sum of the failure
rates of the system's parts .

λο = λ, + λ , + λ ...

Let's review some reliability basics . Strictly defined , reliability

is the probability that a product will perform its intended

function for a specified period under specified conditions .

Informally this means the length of time a product performs
without failing .

An example will demonstrate how a reliability engineer uses

the model . Refer to figure 1. Using what we have learned ,
the failure rate for this circuit is the sum of the failure rates

for the individual parts . If we assume that the failure rates for

the individual parts are :

Failure Types AR's r.1 failures/ 1000 hrs .

Ic's = .05

t= .5

When we talk about failures , we are most concerned with
customer field failures . Those failures have several causes .

Customer abuse -- especially inappropriate applications of

equipment -- is a major source of failures . Quality failures

result from manufacturing defects such as pinched wires ,
loose hardware , and poor soldering . Reliability failures occur

because of poor-quality parts or poor engineering application
of good parts .

+ V

RA R₃
Failure Mode Analysis

In
HA Out

C2
CA QA

R1 R2

While reliability engineers are concerned about what failures

occur and how many occur , their primary long - range con
cern is identifying why failures occur . Failure mode analysis

is the process of determining the reason a system failed by

examining the failed parts to identify the cause of perfor
mance variations .

Mean Time Between Failures PREDICTED FAILURE RATE

X = 4 (.1) +20.05 ) +1(.5 )

= 1.0 / 1000 HRS

1

A basic term used in many reliability discussions is mean
time between failure (MTBF) . MTBF is the population size

times the operating hours , divided by the number of failures .

Population size is the number of units under test . Operating
hours is the number of hours a product has actually been

operating

MTBF =1 = 1000 HRS

With very large systems ( such as Tek's Cyber system) , users

think of " reliability " in terms of availability . Availability is the

probability that a product will operate at any given time.
Availability , often called " uptime ratio , " is MTBF divided by

the sum of MTBF and mean down -time . For example , a 95

percent up - time ratio means there is a 95 percent chance

that a system will function properly at any one time .

Figure 1. The predicted mean time between failures for a

simple circuit is calculated by adding the failure rates of
the individual parts in this case , 4 resistors , 2

capacitors, and 1 transistor). The example failure rates

(-1 , .05 , and .5 ) are hundreds of times higher than real - life
failure rates .
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Preconditioning(These failure rates are hundreds of times higher than real

life failures . ) Therefore ,

V = 4.1) +20.05 ) + 10.5 ) = 1.0 failure/ 1000 hrs .

Another term you hear frequently in reliability discussions is

preconditioning . This means removing bad parts from an

electrically or thermally stressed parts lot . I1MTBF 1000 hrs .

PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS

While providing recognition for Tektronix

engineers and scientists , the presenta

tion of papers and the publication of

papers and articles contribute to Tek

tronix ' technological leadership image.

The Technology Communication Sup

port's ( TCS) charter is ( 1 ) to provide ed

itorial and graphic assistance to Tek

tronix engineers and scientists for

papers and articles presented or pub

lished outside Tektronix and (2 ) to ob

tain patent and confidentiality reviews

as required .

If you plan to submit an abstract , out

line , or manuscript to a conference

committee or publication editor , take

advantage of the services that TCS

offers . Call Eleanor McElwee on ext .

MR-8924 . O

The table below is a list of papers pub

lished and presentations given during

March 1981 .

FEBRUARY PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS

AUTHOR PUBLISHEDTITLE PRESENTED

Test Signals in the Digital Domain John Judge SMPTE 15th Annual
TV Conference

Pat Quinn ISSCC181A Cascode Amplifier

Linearization Technique

Forecasting a New Generation
of Electronic Components

Mike Connell COMPCON / 81
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THE NEGATIVE IMPACT

OF FIRMWARE CHANGES

ON FIELD SERVICE

exists for firmware changes to require modification of the

customer's software . In such cases , the customer's use of

our products is disrupted and the customer's programming

expense is increased . Also , the cost to Tektronix of updating

firmware in the installed base is very high .

At Tektronix, when a change is made to a product's firm

ware , the manufacturing line modifies its process to produce

only the latest version . The Field Service organization , how
ever , is faced with supporting the existing installed base as
well as the new version .

For these reasons , firmware changes should be made only

when absolutely necessary . And when necessary , changes
should be infrequent ; all but the most vital changes should

be saved to be grouped as one mod when a significant num
ber have accumulated, or when a change is vital. And of

course , all firmware changes should be thoroughly debugged
prior to implementation . O

It is extremely difficult to anticipate the effect of firmware

modifications on customer-generated software . The potential
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